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Please comment on the areas detailed below, highlighting strengths and/or weaknesses.   

2. Student 
performance 
 

External Examiner comments: 
For Publication  

A 
response 
from the 
College 
is 
required, 
if yes, 
please 
check 
the box 
[  ] 

College Response: 
(Where the response requires action(s), each action must be 
outlined, a completion date given and a responsible individual 
named) 

2.1. Students’ 
performance in 
relation to those 
at a similar 
stage on 
comparable 
courses in other 
institutions, 
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Problem solving in veterinary physiology- this 
module was passed by 18 students but 4 were 
required to resit elements within the module. 
There were subject areas where multiple choice 
questions were answered poorly particularly fluid 
therapy and electrolytes this was highlighted at 
the exam board meeting where discussion took 
place regarding analysis of this and the teaching 
in these subject areas. 
 

 
 
There is no doubt that many of our students find the fluid therapy (in 
particular electrolyte and acid base imbalances) learning materials 
challenging.  As identified by the External Examiners, the students 
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Please comment on the areas detailed below, highlighting appropriateness and strengths and/or weaknesses.   

3. Assessment 
Process 

External Examiner comments: 
For Publication  

A 
response 
from the 
College 
is 
required, 
if yes, 
please 
check 
the box 
[  ] 

College Response: 
(Where the response requires action(s), each action must be 
outlined, a completion date given and a responsible individual 
named) 

3.1. Assessment 
methods 
(relevance to 
learning 
objectives and 
curriculum) 

In the CSS module students are required to 
complete a literature review/report which was 
marked using the ‘Common Grading Scheme’, 
we felt that some of the descriptors within the 
grading scheme may not be achievable for this 
piece of work due to its nature- it is a review of 
literature therefore ‘original and innovative 
thought’ may be difficult to achieve. 

[   ] Response: 
Action (if any) date & name: 
 
The RVC Common Grading Scheme provides markers with a 
framework by which to award their marks for longer pieces of work, 
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3.5. Standard of 
marking 

As mentioned in previous years it was difficult to 
see where marks had been allocated on exam 
scripts as internal markers are still not following 
the guidance regarding this in their ‘notes for 
internal markers’- this was highlighted at the 
exam board meeting. 
Where submitted work was marked against the 
common grading scheme by two markers and a 
feedback grid completed for students it was not 
always clear who the first or second markers 
were and only an agreed mark was given. 

[   ] Response: 
Action (if any) date & name: 
 
All markers will be reminded that marking practice within the RVC 
has changed in recent years and they will be reminded to show 
their marks on the examination scripts. 
 
From September 2013, sample marking has been implemented in 
line with RVC policy, in which the first markers mark stands unless 
sample marking triggers a remark. 

3.6. Opinion on 
changes to the 
assessment 
process from 
previous years in 
which you have 
examined 

 [   ] Response: 
Action (if any) date & name: 

Please provide any 
additional comments and 
recommendations 
regarding the 
assessment process: 

 

It was noted that the word count in the Extended 
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Please comment on the areas detailed below, highlighting strengths and/or weaknesses.   

4. Procedures 
 

External Examiner comments: 
For Publication 

A 
response 
from the 
College 
is 
required, 
if yes, 
please 
check 
the box 
[  ] 

College Response: 
(Where the response requires act
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Please provide any 
additional comments and 
recommendations 
regarding the procedures: 

 

 [   ] 

 R(ent)-e
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5.3 I approved the 
papers for the 
Examination 

[YES]  Yes but some comments made when 
reviewing draft exam paper had not 
been addressed, for example a SAQ 
in the Veterinary Physiology paper 
referred to ‘patients’ and the model 
answer was feline specific 

 Response: 
Action (if any) date & name: 
 
All External Examiner comments on the examination papers are 
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which I am familiar 
5.9 I have received 
enough support to 
carry out my role 

[YES]   [   ] Response: 
Action (if any) date & name: 

5.10 I have received 
sufficient information 
to             carry out 
my role (where 
information was             
insufficient, please 
give details) 

[YES]  Where queries were raised the 
Academic Registry staff were very 
helpful in providing further 
information. 

[   ] Response: 
Action (if any) date & name: 

5.11 Appropriate 
procedures and 
processes            
have been followed 

[YES]   
 
 
 

[   ] Response: 
Action (if any) date & name: 

5.12 The processes 
for assessment and 
the            
determination of 
awards are sound  

[YES] See comments regarding 
compensation within modules 

[   ] Response: 
Action (if any) date & name: 
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External Examiner comments:  For College information only (Responses to External Examiners are published on the College’s website. Please only use this 
box to add any comments that you wish to remain confidential, if any) 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Thank you for co


